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A REVIEW OF- NUCLEAR POWER TECHNOLOGY

1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear crower i s playing an increasingly important role in energy

programmes in many parts of the world. This development has corre about

as a resu l t ' of economic factors , the die having been cast long Defore the

so-called world energy c r i s i s became a c r i s i s at the end of •19?;j. The

effect of s teep ly- r i s ing o i l pr ices in developed indust r ia l i sed countries

has been tcP resolve many economic arguments indisputably in favour of

nuclear power. The elevated o i l pr ices have also resul ted in l iqu id i ty

problems, and, because nuclear power stat ions have re la t ive ly higt-

capital costs and low fuel cos ts , financing d i f f i c u l t i e s have r e s t r i - t e d

thE number of projected nuclear s t a t i ons . This i ronic si tuat ion lea to ths

postponement-'or deferral of 100 reactore during 197a.

The observation of nuclear fusion f i r s t occurred in the early 1920's

on laboratory sca le . The discovery of fission followed in the l a t e 1930's.

These led to vast military programmes of development which were quitp

remarkable. Application to peaceful uses followed, but ha,' to proceed to

a great extent without the economic umbrella of non-civil uses. In the

U.S.A. the rel-ativE importance nuclear power would a t t a i n in a matter of

twenty years wss not appreciated in 1954, fcr instance, when off ic ia l

publications gave l i t t l e more space to i t than to nuclear rackets and

wood p l a s t i c s . Official project ions made as l a t e as 1959 predicted

25 000 MW(e) (ff nuclear power on l i ne in the U.S.A. in 1980. This f igure

was exceeded a t the beginning of 1974. "Twenty years ago the generation

of e l e c t r i c i t y through nuclear energy must have seemed a solution looking

for a problem-which might never mater ia l i se . Since then i t has became a

solution - one' "of the few that we havs - to two cf the mast pressing
; - . (1)

problems of our time: energy supply and economics."

Table I indica tes the i n s t a l l ed , operating nuclear capacity a t the

end of 1974 in non-communist countr ies . The f igures for countries such

as the U.S.A. and U.K. approach 10% of to ta l i n s t a l l ed capacity.
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COUNTRY

U.S.A.

U.K.

Japan

F.G.R.

France

Sweden

Canada

Spain

Switzerland

Italy

India

Netherlands

Belgium

Argentina

Pakistan

NUCLEAR CAPACITY (GROSS)
MW(e)

1-3 900

6 416

3 893

3 498

3 023

2 640

2 3B0

1 100

1 054

626

620

535

410

340

137

The c iv i l use of nuclear paver at present is confined almost entirely

to the production of electricity. There are both economic and technical

reasons for this l imitation. Unit electricity costs are lowest when

large amounts of power ars cererated in central plants, even after

reasonable transmission costs are taken into account. As capital costs

for a nuclear station are relatively high, i t is only by going to large

units that the low fuel costs become dominant in reducing electricity

prices. The picture in less-develaped areas is coloured by two further

factors. In the f i r s t place, sores countries have' low-cost fossil-fuels

which, can be burnt locally at well-below world prices because of -transport

costs. The second factor is that grid sizes l imit ths capacities of

generating units and, as intimated above, smaller nuclear stations suffer

a high specific cast disadvantage^ '

3 / .
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In the South African context, the influence of the last r PIT, ark p is

T3adily apparent. Our coal resources are concentrated inland, a long

way from Cape load areas. The largest generating units using coal now

under construction are of 500 MW(e) , an output at the lower end of the

range of nuclear ceoacities being built in overseas commRrcial programmes.

The rate nf growth in demand is so fast, however, that consumption may

double within a years. The size and timing of the Electricity SupDlv

Commission's proposed Koeberg station obviously seems appropriate: "cwo

units of SOO MW[e) to 1 000 -M[e) each, due on line in the early 1980's.

Apart -from economic factors, there are other advantage? inherent ir

the use of. 'nuclear power. These include the preservation nf ether energy

resources for utilisation in alternative ways which may become nore

necessary in time, diversification af fuel sources and the easing of

political CDdfroncations. A popular comparison these days is v.hat "a large
' • ? 6

nuclear unit can save a country 10' barrels of oil or 2,3x10 tens of coal
per year."

Nuclear power can therefore be expected to be applied to fields other

than electrieity generation on a large scale in time to nome. Thpse will

include snip-propulsion, district 3nd industrial heating, and 3.i5 production,

but are not-expected to become significant within some ten or twenty years.

It is worth'mentioning that steam from the Douglas Point Station in Canada

is used in an adjacent heavy water production plant, that a twin-reactor

station is being constructed to provide large quantities of steam to a

-new Dow ••'Chemical complex at Midland, Michigan, U.S.A. in 1981, and rhat

tfie Russian §N:>350 reactor supplies heat to a desalination plant. The

'•'-. Germansriuclear̂ -pawe'red ore carrier, "the Otto Hahn, visited some of our

posts last yeSr.-1'Nuclear submarines and aircraft carriers are well known

military applications which take advantage of long refuelling intervals

for strategic reasons.

4 / .
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This paper is a review of the current state of nuclear power technology

rather than a historical review. General information is provided as a

background in Sectijns 2 and 3, "current technology" reactors which form

the basis of major commercial programmes are reviewed in Sections 4, 5

and 6, promising "advanced" reactors in Sections 7 and 8, fuel cycles in

Section 9, safety and waste disposal in Section 10, and some forecasts

in Section 11.

2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

For those who are not familiar with the nuclear industry, a few basic

ideas and terms will be described in this section. This will help in the

undsrstandmg of tne significance of fuel resources and reactor design

points.

Three sub-atomic particles are of interest: neutrons and protons,

whicf together are called nucleons as they make up the nuclei of atoms,

and electrons. The masses of these particles are quite well known, as

are thoss of most atomic nuclei. The nucleus of an isotope is made up

of a fixed number of neutrons and protons (except hydrogen-1, which has

a oroton only). If the masses of the free neutrons and protons required

to make up a nucleus are added together, it is found that the result is

slightly greater than the mass of the nucleus itself. The difference is

called the "mass defect" or, because of ths equivalance of Trass and energy,

the "binding energy". Division of the binding energy for a particular

nucleus by the total number of nucleons it contains yields a convenient

parameter called ths binding energy per nudeon. The curve in Fig. 1

shows how this parameter rises steeply from light nuclei, reaches a broad

maximum, and then decreases again at high mass numbers.

Table II lists the masses of certain particles and nuclei together

with their binding energies, binding energies per nucleon and mass defects.

Note that the atomic mass unit (u) is 1,65(353x10 kg and the electron

volt (eV) is 1,60219x10~19 J .

5/.
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TABLE; :r

Partible

t lectron (F")

Neutron ( n)

Proton (_p)

,h (Deuteron)

^h (Triton)

% (a)

5 6 F D

2S ~
235

92 U

Mass
(u)

0,0005485

1,0036654

1,0078252

2,014022

3,0161139

3,016020

at0Q25

55,9349

235,0439

Mass Defect
(u)

-

-

-

2,3884x10~3

9,117x10~3

8,296x10~3

_p
3,038x10

5,285x10~1

1,9152

Binding Energy
(MBV)

-

-

-

2,2240

8,4919

7,727

28,297

492,27

1783,9

Par Nucleon
(MeV)

-

-

-

1,1120

2, 8306

2,576

7,074

8,79

7,59

It is apparent from Fig. 1 that energy can be released by the fusion of

ligvt nuclei to form heavier ones, or by the fission of heavy nuclei to

form light ones. In order to produce large amounts of useful energy, chain

mechanisms are necessary, in which reactions become successive by some

means.

Considerable efforts are being made to harness fusion energy, so far

without success. High initiating temperatures are required in order to

overcome coulomb repulsion of nuclei. MGst studies involve a deuterium-

tritium reaction because it has the lowest ignition temperature of all the

many possible useful fusion reactions: 50x10 K . The reaction equation

may be written:

H n + H= + 17,6.MeV

,14.The energy released is equivalent to 3,38x10 "j/fcg", which compares

with a figure of 1,58x10 J/kg released when hydrogen' and*pkygeffTSmbine'-T""

to form water.

6 / .
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The temperatures involved in fusion reactions require special

techniques of containment. Gne of these is to contain a plasna in a

magnetic field, and another is to bombard a arget with well-focussed

energy beams of great intensity. In either case, a certain physical

criterion must be met for a net positive release of fusion energy. This

(the Lawson -.criterion) states that the product of particle density aid

confinement -time must exceed 10 s/m . Indications are that this may

be achieved tsy the end of this decade.

Many problems have to be solved before fusion generating stations

become viable. Opinions as to when thRy will be introducec vary, but

i t is reasonable to assume that i t will not be this century. T^ere is

no douat, however, that fusion power holds tremendous promise far the

future. The supplies of fuel are so vast as to be considered inexhaustible

in millions of years, while other energy sources (apart from the sun) have

predicted lives of tens or hundreds of years.

At the fission end of the scale, nature has been more kind. Chain

reactions can be maintained by means of neutron generation. Being uncharged,

neutrons can approach nuclei at any energy. Fission in induced by neutron

addition in sorna nuclei and enough new neutrons are emitted during the

reaction to maintain chain reactions, The temperature of the materials

involved depends upon the rate at which the chain reaction ic allowed to

proceed and the: rate at which the energy produced is removed.

There are.tBres important nuclei which have a high probability of
' ' 235 '39

•fissioning when-neutrons of any energy are absorbed: —̂LJ , ~ f'u and

Qr,U (in order 6f- importance). They ar£? called f issi le isotocies. Only
235 -

one, U _, occujr.E- in nature. Many othsr naturally occurring iaotopes
are fissionable -tjyrreutrons of various Mgh energies. For exenpie U ,

which ,rnakes up .99,, 25°̂  of natural uranium, will fission a t incident neutron

energies greater than 1,4 MaV .

• - , / .
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Consider the absorption of a lovv-energy'neutron into a U nucleus,

^XFi

which therefore becomes a U nucleus- The la t ter is in a highly

excited state because of the binding energy of the added neutron, and has

an 89/0 chance of fissioning and a 19?o chance of emitting a gamma photon

anc1 dropping to i t s ground state. Both occur within such a short time

as to be considered instantaneous in engineering terms.

The fission process results in two large fragments (fission products),

two or three neutrons and other decay products being formed. The fission

products are usually unstable, and decay radioactively at various rates

until stable products are eventually formed. An example of a stable
95 139

Dair at the end of a decay chair; is " Ma and La s Summation of their

"asses together with twe neutrons released during fission yields 235,844 u

The mass of the compouno c DU nucleus i s 236,058 u . The difference

represents an energy of 200 MeV , which could have been estimated using
Fig, 1. For each kilogram of ""ll fissioned, the total energy released

is 8,2x10 J or 22x10 kWh . This is equivalent to 2 000 tons of coal.

Natural uranium consists of 0,711°/̂  LJ , the remainder being U .

The ^ LJ is fer t i le , in that i t can be converted to f i ss i le "~ Pu . This

occur? it practical rates in. a reactor, where a high neutron flux is

available. Capture of a neutron by U results in the formation of U
239

which is unstable snd decays by emission of a beta particle to q^P »
239

which in turn decays by the same mode to Fu , The half l i f e of
239 239

U is 23 minutes, and that of Np is 2,35 days. In a similar way.
32_ ^33 233

irradiation of qnTn leads to the formation of f iss i le "" U through Th
. 233_ y U

and giPa .

An important parameter with regard tD ̂ bel utilisation is the number

of new fissile nuclei formed per fissile nucleus burnt. If this ratio is

greater than unity aver the fuel residence time, then the reactor Breads

more fuel than it burns. If the ratio is less than unity, the reactor- is

called a converter. The current round of commercial reactors are poor

converters and burn less then 1°/> of the total natural uranium required to

run them. Plutonium recycling is not yet carried out in general; but when

it is the proportion of uranium burnt will increase to 2°/o .

a/.., ...
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Assuming that low arid moderately priced world uranium reoerves in

the known and reasonably assured categories amount to four million tans,

the amount of energy they represent at 1$ utilisation is of the order of
21

3x10 J . The present world average electricity consumption rate is
12

approximately 10 W , representing an energy consumption of, say,
19

3x10 J every year. Allowing for pla/it efficiencies, the total energy

used in the^gsneration of electricity runs out at around 10 ~ j per year.

One can deduce, therefore, that state-of-the-art r'jeleer technology could

support existing demands in tota for only thirty yeaj s, The rate of

increase in demand would whittle this period down considerably, howevi-r.

The need for; greater fuel utilisation by the use cf breeder reactor? is

becoming urgent, as is the need for uranium projecting on a large scale.

Calculations of neutron balances in operating raactors are complex.

The fissils concentrations vary considerably as fuel is burnt up and

fission products covering a wide spectrum cf isotopes build up in fuel

elements. An idea of which fi=̂ ,ils isotopes give better conversion in

different reactbr spectra can be gained from Table III.. This shows various

parameters fur the three major fissile isotopes both in thermal and fast

reactor spectra, A thermal reactor is one in which a moderator is

introduced into' the core to slow neutrons dawn to thermal energies (< 1 eY')

A fast reactor is one in which the high energy neutrons emitted during

fission (average 2 MeV) are not moderated in an attempt to benefit by

the better cunvprrsion parameters.' •

In the Table,, o" ar-d Op are neutron cross sectinns, measured in units

of ID ~ m (called the .barn}, which respectively represent the prubaoility

that a neutron will be radiativeiy captured and the probability that a

niutron will cause:fission. The parameter v is the average number of

nis emitted .'per fissior, reaction, while 'H is the average number of

emitted per neutrcn absorbed in the fissile, nuclei.

9/.



TABLE I I I

a
c

°f
V

*'^~ 0 +0 '
c f

235U(th)

112

582

2,47

2,07

1,07

235U(F.ast)

U,32

1,59

2,51

2,09

1,09

2 3 9Pu[th)

230

746

2,91

2,12

1,12

239Pu(fast)

0,32

1,83

2,97

2,53

1,53

2 3 3U(th)

"54

527

2,51

2,28

1,28

2 3 3U(fast ]

0,20

2,37

2,55

2,35

•1,35

The valus ('rhi) represents the excess number of npjtrons "available for

corv/ersion. It must be considerably mare than unity for a •practical breeding

system to work, because of the loss of neutrons.by absorption in non-fuel

core materials (including fission products) and by leakage.

The best chance of a breeding system in thermal reactors l ies in the

Th/ U system, while the most promising cycle of all is the fast spectrum

Li/1" Pu system. The lat ter is further enhanced by a phenomenon called the

fast fission bonus (see Section 8.1J. •

The large difference in magnitude between the thermal and fast cross-

section amongst all of the fissile isotenes- is significant. The. fissile

fuel density in a fast reactor must, ir\ general, be much greater than that

in a therrral reactor to achieve criticality. To produce economic power, the

specific power must be high.

A reactor is said to be critical when the chain reaction proceeds at a

constant rate, supercritical when the fission rate increases snd sub-rcas'itical

when i t decreases. Reactivity is zero in a. crit ical reactor, positive-in a

super-critical reactor and vice-versa.. Excess reactivity must be bu^ltanto.

reactors to allow for fuel burnup, fissipn-;pro,duct built-up -and. temperature,;

coclant and moderator changes. Excess reactivity is held down by means of

movable control rods, moderator^lejel and impurity adjustment, burnable

10/.
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poisons and .so on. Burnable poisons such as taron and gadolinium are

usually added to fuel and are reduced in concentration by neutron

capture as tha fuel burns up, so providing reactivity compensation.

All potter reactor cores have to be massively shielded for biological

protection.^ Fission products are highly radioactive, so that their

containment i s of the utmost importance during and after reactor

operation, ; They consist of a wide range of elements in varioup physical

forms. At least three barriers are normally provided fuel element

canning, prjijnary circuit boundary, and overall structural containment.

3 . POWER REACTOR TYPES

Fission reactors can de of many different types according to the

neutron energy spectrum, coolant, moderator, fuel and coolant state used.

Many combinations have received development attention, but only a few are

important in current power programmes. These will be described in outline

in this section, and more fully in subsequent sections.

3.1 Light Water Reactors

Ligbt Vfeter Reactors (LWR'sj represent the most numerous of

operating-and committed reactors. They consist of two main types,

tHer Geli-isg Water Reactor (BWR) and the Pressurised Water Reactor

. they are essentially of U.S.A. origin and use light (ordinary)

as Both coolant and moderator. In BWR's the coolant boils in

the'core,*^above which saturated steam is separated and passed directly

to the tu$3xne(s3. The remaining water is recirculated to the core

inlet. PWii's operate at higherprimary pressures and there is no

"net""steam"generation in the core. Instead, energy is transferred

to*"secondary 'circuits in steam generators. Secondary-circuit steam

isused^ttf drive the turbine(s).

^ ,- L\VR cores are contained in large steel pressure vessels, and

tne^fuel is"enriched to "between 2 and 3$ in the U isotope. The

fuel is in the form of UOg Dellets, usually contained in zirconium

"alloy Cu6es which provide the primary barrier to the release of

11 / . . , . .
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fission products, Zirconium has a law neutron absorption crass

section, which explains its use as canning material. Some

specialised applications utilise stainless steel canning. Further

containment of radioactive materials is provided by the primary

coolant circuit and one or two structural containment volumes.

LWR's have gained considerable ground in many parts Df the

world, particularly Europe and Japan, in addition to the U.S.A.

3.2 Heavy Water Reactors

Heavy water has an advantage over light water as a moderator

in its relatively low thermal neutron absorption crops section. A

homogeneous mixture of heavy water and natural uranium can be made

critical, which is not. possible with either graphite or light

water. A heterogeneous mixture of graphite and natural uranium

can be made critical which (once again) is nat possible with light

water. Heavy water i.'j expensive however, which tends to counteract

economics gained as a result of its outstanding nuclear properties.

The term "heavy water reactor" generally describes the moderator

used, and the coolant may be either heavy or light water. The former

arrangement is almost invariably utilised as a pressurised heavy

water reactor (PHWR), similar in concept to a PWR. The most common

species is the CANOJ PHW (CANadian Dputerium Uranium, Pressurised

Heavy Water), in which pressure tubes are used rather than a

pressure vessel. The heavy water coolant and moderator are

separated, the latter being contained in a calanriria through which

the horizontal pressure tubes pass. Steam generators', are;used to

pass heat to a secondary circuit containing light water and steam

in much the same, way as a PWR. The. CANDU PHW uses,..natural uranium

fuel. " '" ' {r''-"'":~

Reactors using heavy water moderator and boiling ligtrb^water

coolant have also been developed. The British variation is,called

SGHWR (steam Generating Heavy Water Reactor) and has bee- asen

12/.
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rar their next rDuail of commercial reactors. It USUE enriched

fuel in vertical pressure tubes which pass through a calandria

containing heavy water moderator. Steam drums separate 3team

which passes directly to the turbine, and the remaining coolant

is recirculated to the core as in the BWR. The Canadian variation

is called (3ANDU BLW, for obvious reasons, and is similar in general

layout to the SGHWR, but uses natural uranium fuel.

3.3 Graphite Moderated Reactors

This qlassification is synonymous to some degree with the

terra gas cooled Reactor (GCR)t An early type has natural uranium

fuel in metallic form, canned in magnesium allay. I t is cooled by

CQp . the greatest use of these reactors was in Britian, where

. ey formed -'the basis of the largest commercial nuclear power network

in the world far many years. Early stations used large steel pressure

vessels witri external steam generators. The last four units built

had prestressed concrete pressure vessels with steam generators

mounted internally.

The first-generation British design (called Magnox) was superseded

by a more advanced type, approDriately called the Advanced Gas Cooled

Reactor (AGR). Several of these are under construction. They are

also CO,-, cooled, but have gone aver to enriched UÔ  fuel canned in

stainless steel and operate at higher temperatures. Prestressed

concrete pressure vessels are a standardised part of the design.

The High; temperature Ga Cooled Reactor (HTGR or HTR) has

helium as caolarvi: and coate d-particlE fuel. No metal i s used in

the fuel regipci B.t a l l , and extremely high temperatures are possible.

Prestressed concrete pressure vessels are standard. One prototype

commercial reactor [Fort St. Vrain) is in operation, and several

large commercial units have been ordered in the U.S.A. An interesting

possible development Of the HTR is in a direct gas turbine cycle.

13/.
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Another graphite moderated reactar of interest is the Molten

Salt Reactor (MSB). This concept has been demonstrated on a small

scale only, and extrapolation to commercial sizes cannot be made

with any confidence. It doss hold out so~e promise for breeding

in commercial application, ths anly thermal type with this potential.

The MSR is a rather elegant solution to the problem of fuel canning

integrity and transftrral of heat through canning to primary coolant.

It can use any combination of ' iJ , U and Pu fluorides dissolved

in a mixture of lithium and beryllium fluorides. This solution is

pumped through a reactor vessel containing graphite moderator and

control rods. The geometry of the vessel is such that the molten

salt containing fuel becomes critical, while the remainder of the

circuit allows too much neutron leakage for criticality to be

achieved elsewhere. A commercial unit would have on-line fission

product extraction, and thera would thsrafara be no need far fuel

element fabrication or reprocessing. For breeding, a blanket salt

surrounding the core and consisting of eutectic Lithium-Thorium

fluoride would be necessary, with U in the core as fissile isotope-

The MSR was a late starter in the nuclear stakes, and has never been

a serious contender. No more will be said about it, although it must

be mentioned that design studies are still being supported fairly

energetically.

3.4 Fast Breeder Reactors

The first reactor of any type \.a generate electricity, as far

as is known, was the Experimental Breeder Reactor 1 (EBR 1) in the

U.S.A. in 1951. It produced 200 kw(e) . EBR 1 was sodium/patassium-

eutectic cooled and LJ fuelled. The first fast reactor, to develop

any significant thermal power was Clementine, of 2D,k.W(tft) ., in 1946.

This was mercury cooled with plutonium fuel, tost development .work

on fast reactors has been with liquid metal .coolant;, .^nd, ,ipr_

recently built units and those under construction, sodium has

ousted other liquid metals. The general abbreviation is LMFBR.

14/.
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Three prototype LMFBR's are in operation: the 3N 350 in Russia,

PI-ENIX ire Frrance and the PFR in Scotland. BN 350 produces 150 MW of

electricity and 120 000 m of desalted sea water a day. PHENIX and

PFR each generate 250 MW of plectricity. They have sodium in

primary and secondary circuits, and steam is raised in tertiary

circuits.- Plutonium and uranium oxide fuels are used in stainless

steel carts. The French and British designs are of the "pool" type,

in which -the entire primary circuit is contained in the reactor

vessel, including pumps and intermediate heat exchangers. There

are many jjetail design differences between the two, but neither

of them is intended "•"• produce high breeding rat ios. They are

being useid'as test facil i t ies for fuel and equipment development en

route to construction at full-sized commercial demonstration plants

in the 1 200 MW(e) size range.

Design and development work is under way for gas cocued fast.

breeder reactors (GCFBR), but no plans for building a prototype

have been laid. The GCFBR concept includes fuel elements similar

to those of'.LMFBR's with helium coaling and prestressed concrete

reactor vessel construction.

The molten .salt concept can also be use a for 3 -fast breeder

reactor. Conceptual designs have also been made to this end, out

the system- has so l i t t l e immediate importance that no further

mention of- i t will be made.

4 . LIGHT WATER^REACTORS

4.1 Introduction

'•••••:- ;• The-ligtet-water reactors (LWR's) have the l ion ' s share of

---the operating,, under-construction -vind planned nuclear power stations.

.Initial, development was pioneered in the U.S.A., and a strong home

„., markst,-there, has led to their.rapid advance. Manufacturers in other

EOuntriBS,. notably France, Federal Republic of Germany, Sweden and

Japan, have taken up the American designs and developed thair own

variations,

15/
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The prominence of LWR's today is due to the successful adaptation

of LW?l techi ology to commercial ut i l i ty applications. Their advantage

over other types has been either economic or in having more amenable

technological oroblems impeding full-scale utilisation. They

certainly do not represent the ultimate in reactor technology, as

tht). have poor steam conditions and relatively low thermal efficiencies,

low conversion ratios, and require enriched (up to approximately 3"/>)

uranium fuel. As things stand at present, however, mare construction,

start-up and c~erating experience has been accumulated on LWR's than

with any other economically competitive type.

4.2 Pressurised Water Reactors I •)

Thr> PWR ha« t.hp Rrino ni«r thp. 8WR in thei total number of operating

and committed stations. Three major manufacturers of PWR's in the

U.S.A. have designs which are basically similar but have many detail

variations.

The first commercial PWR was Yankee, Rowe, Massachusetts, which

began full-power generation early in 1961. I t has a rated output of

185 MW(e) . Others follower* in increasing numbers and ratings, and

the biggest PWR in operation at the date of writing is Biblis A in

West Germany, which is rated at 1 200 MW(e) and has generated as much

as 1 260 MW(e) . The USAEC imposed a limit on unit outputs (in the

U.S.A.] of 3 000 MW(t) , which impliss a maximum electrical output

of approximately 1 300 MW . This precludes larger sizes going into

operation for some time to come in that country.

During the last decade, rapid development of LWR's took place.

Apart from the unit size increases, specific performance characteristics

were improved, safety requirements became more stringent- and bBtter

defined, licensing, manufacturing and construction delays occurred

and many other evolutionary activities characterist-iB of' S'-hew

technology were experienced. Pressure from environmentalists" has

continued into this decade and the oi l cr is is has: resulted^ -strange
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as i t may sound, in a setback to the nuclear industry. Although

nuclear power has become mare competitive than before, such stations

require more ^construction capital than others and orders have been

affected by liquidity problems amongst u t i l i t i e s .

4.2.1 Core Design

K typical PWR core consists of an array of fuel elements

arranged, in a square lattice. The whole approximates the shape

of a right cylinder. Fuel elements are gpemetrically identical

in any one core to simplify core loading and refuelling

operations. The lattice spacing varies according to manufacturer,

however.:

Each fuel element is made up of an array of fuel rods,

arranged on a square lattice. The number of rods in an element

also varies, the most common in current use having 14x14 and

15x15 arrays. Elements containing 17x17 arrays are currently

under test and will provide greater safety margins when introduced

on a large ̂ cale. Zircalloy or Inconel spacer grids at equal

intervals ,etj.ong the height of the element maintain water-gap

spacing and prevent lateral vibratory motion. The element is

not enclosed.at all (as in the BWR case) to allow radial coolant

mixing between adjacent elements. The grids incorporate mixing

vanBs to reduce coolant peak temperatures, and the grids allow

axial movement of the rods.

The fuel rods consist of Zircalloy tubes (the canning)

containing enriched, sintered, ground uranium dioxide (UDO) pellets.

The rods are:back-filled with helium before closure by plugging and

seal welding;tD partly counter the collapsing pressure imposed

.by the primary coolant. Space is left in the rods to accommodate

fission gases, differential'!expansion between Gladding and fuel,

and fuel density changes.

17/.
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-Each fuel Blement is held together eixially by guide tubes

which replace a (variable] number of fuel rods in the array.

The guide tubes, also of Zirr.alloy, are attached to a top and

bottom nozzle. The guide tubes accommodate control rods, or

may be .left unused. The control rods are clustered for any

particular element and attached to a rod cluster control

assembly above the element. Each rod is stainl JSS st.ee} or

Inconel clad, and consists of boron carbide or silver/indium/

cadmium.- Early PWR designs used cruciform control rods moving

between; the elements. The cluster rod design provides more even

distribution of poison material and reduces flux peaking. The

gaps between elements are also smaller, further reducing flux

peaking in these areas.

4.2.2 Reactivity Control

P\VR designs have negative power coefficients: i .e. a rise

in power tends to reduce the core reactivity. This i s an inherent

self-regulating mechanism. Other means of control are the control

rods, chemical shim and burnable poi-sons.

The rod cluster control assemblies are connected to control

rod drives mounted on the pressure vessel head. Two main types

of drive are used: a latch type magnetic jack mechanism which

moves the rods in incremental steps, and a lead screw type

driven by-;a' motor. During a reactor scram, the rods fall into

the corE by gravity against the direction of primary coolant

flow. * ;

Chemical shim control involves solution of boric acid

in the primary coolant. The boric acid concentration is varied

to fallow slaw xenon reactivity changes, fuel depletion and

fission-product accumulation. As a result, the control rods

can be kept at an optimum height;in the core.

Burnable poisons such asgariolinia or boron are used in

ini t ial core? as an additional method of reactivity control.

These deplete in time as^the'f U&Tis depleted, thus extending

core lifetimes. ~ - :;: ::; v_.;.;?.:

"'" ; 18/
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4.2.3 Reactor Vessel

P\Wt pressure vessels are large affairs, ranging up to

son*? 500 t in mass for a 3 500 MVV(t) unit, with inside diameters

of tha order of 4g m . (They are not 6j big as BWR vessels,

hovuever), Typical operating pressures ara in the region of
5 o

15x10 Pa , with primary inlet temperatures of some 300 C and

outlet temperatures about 30 hightt'. tiasic material' of

construction are stef/L, o/ith weld-overlay of stainless stael

on parts expose:: r.'j ;ne primary coolant to reduce corrosion-

product concentrations. A typi••-*! reactor vessel with internals

is shown in Fig. 3.

The primary coolant flows into the vessel through nozzles

above the core top, but is constrained to move down between the

vessel wall and the core barrel (or shroud). In so doing, it

cools the heavy-section thermal shield. This shield reduces

the radiation experienced by the vessel wall and the concrete

liner outside the vessel. The primary coolant passes through

a flow mixer plate and lower core plate, up through the fuel

elements and out through nozzles at the same height as the

inlet nozzles.

The top head of the vessel is removed for refuelling

operations and maintenance and inspection procedure?. The

head is usually sealed to the vessel body by double metal seals

with means for monitoring the intervening space.

An interesting concept in the smaller range of PWR sizes

'.ip to 1 000 IWW(t) is the integration of steam generators into

the reactor vessel, as well as the primary pumps. TM,s system

is used in the N.S. Otto Hshn, far instance, and is called an

Integrated Pressurised Water Reactor (IPWR). The main advantage

of the IPWR concept is that the entire primary system can be

manufactured and tested in a workshop tD Ll.d same standards as

the vessel itself. In addition, the system is self-pressurising

so that no separate vessel is required for this purpose. The

19/.
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lowering of economic breakeven points of nuclear stations has

made IPWR's attactive in the limited-size range.

4.2.4 Primary Coolant Circuit

The primary coolant circuit consists, as a general rule,

of 2, 3 or 4 parallel loops, the larger reactors having more

loops. One or two reeirculating pumps are installed per loop,

and a single pressuriser serves the complete primary system.

Pressure is increased by energising electric heaters which

evaporate water from a liquid/vapour mixture maintained at

thermal equilibrium, n decrease in system pressure is achieved

by spraying cold demineralised water into the vapour space through

spray nozzles. Relief valves vent the pressuriser, in the event

of an overpressure, to a relief tank in which the steam is

condensed.

Twa main types of steam generator are used, both of which

ere vsi'tically disposed and in which the primary coolant is

contained within the tubes. The inverted U—tube type employs

rec:rculation of the secondary water. Centrifugal moisture

separators above the bundle and steam dryers reduce the moisture

content to 0*29)4 or less. The once-through steam generator is

essentially a shell-and-tube exchanger, with the primary water

flowing downwards. These are capable cf producing superheated

steam, and have a net station heat rate advantage over saturated
5

steam cycles of approximately 10 J per kWh .

The steam generators are also large steel vessels, ths

total dry mass of all of the generators usually exceeding that

of the reactor vessel. For example, the Indian Point 2 unit,

with a gross capacity of 90Q-MW(e) has four &Cgam generators,

each having a mass of 305 t . The reactor vessel has a dry mass

of 450 t . Steam generator tubes, which Carry pritnary water,

are of non-crjrrodir,£ material such as Incansl.' • :̂

20/.
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4.2.5 Auxiliary Care Cooling

-Supplementary means of cooling the core are required in

the event of rupture of the primary circuit. Typically, a J-OW

pressure injection system supplies boratea water directly to

the reactor vessel, whils a high pressure system supplies

coolant to the hot and ccld lags of each external loop, A

sbcondj pc- =5ive, system has nitrogen-pressurised accumulator

tanks'which inject burated water irv:3 t'r.s vessel if the uo

pressure decreases oelnw a specified isvel.

; The non-passive systems take suction f ro -< th° refuelling

water storage tank and from sumps in the containment. ifien sump

water i s rscirculated, residual heat is removed by pumping through

a heat exnhanrjer.

4.2.6 Containment

The reactor containment structure repi^esents the last

barrier in a series designed to prevent rele e of radioactivity

to the environment. Several types of containment design exist,

but the" basic criteria are similar. These are that the release

of steam-involved in a major pipe rupture incident be contained, and

that co'ntainment is not impaired in the event of natural disasters

or internally or externally generated missiles.

Dry containments utilise a high pressure structure with

sufficient volume to contain the stored energy and fluid released

in a majpr pipe break. A 'typical design pressure i. of the order

of ID Pa'-far this type of building. Pre ssure-suppre ssion

containments usss ice as a heat sink, maintained by mechanical

refriger&tlDn/ After a primary rupture incident, panels open to

allow tne-'steam to pass through the ice, thus being condensed.

This design results in a smaller building than for dry containment

(in which recirculated water from thra auxiliary core cooling

system is sprayed into the top of the building to r-ool the

internal atmosphereJ.

2"/
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Dauble containments have also been used, in which the

buffer-space atmosphere is passed through f i l ters to remove

fission products before being released ta the atmosphere.

This type of containmsnt is more expensive than the others, of

course, but also has a higher integrity rating. Containment

structural materials are currently steel (for any inner shell)

and rei^'nrced concrete for the main shell.

4.2.7 Primary Coolant Purification

The primary water pH , hydrogen content and conductivity

must be maintained at appropriate levels for minimum corrosion

and activation. Corrosion products, fission products from

leaking fuel (if any) and tritium from neutron interactions

with the chemical shim boron appear in the system, and their

concentrations are kept in check.

A by-pass stream is cooled, filtered and then demineralised

in ion-exchange columns, Chemicals are added to obtain the correct

water chemistry. Volume control of the primary circuit is also

maintained in this system, in association with the pressuriser

level. The system is used to control the boric acid content in

the reactor.

Waste disposal systems are used to handle gaseous, liquid

and solid wastes to limit release to the environment to permissible

quantities.

4.2.8 Miscellaneous Information

Refuelling of PWR's is carried out under water because of

the high radiation emanating from the fuel elements. The refuelling

time is typically 3 to 4.weeks, carried out annually during reduced

demand periods. One third to a quarter of the core,is. replaced by

new fuel elements and the remainder, or a portion thereof,

shuffled to maintain a favourable radial power distribution. The

22/.
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burnup-achieved is usually 32 to 33 GWd per tonne of uranium.

The life of the first core is generally longer than subsequent

loadings, being 1,3 to 1,9 years. Initial cores have graded

enrichments in different core zones: for example 2,1°/° , 2,6fo

and 3,3% • After this, burnup in shuffled elements results in

graded; enrichments, and new fuel elements have a more-or-less

constant enrichment between 2 and 3°/o , depending upon the fuel-

rnanagement strategy and other circumstances.

Spent fuel is usually stared outside the containment,

in a separate pool. A penetration in the containment is used

for underwater transfer to the storage pool. As a rule, the

water cavity above the v/essel is drained during reactor operation.

Instrumentation is provided to monitor the neutron flux

around the outside of the reactor vessel. Source, intermediate

and power range channels are tied into tne reactor safety and

control systems. Fuel element coolant outlet temperatures are

monitored by means of thermocouples mounted above selected e.ements.

Neutron-flux is scanned by detectors driven from below the vessel.

Information concerning power and flux distribution is used to

chock and :update core burnup and power distribution calculations.

The turbine is usually a tandem compound machine containing

one double-flow- high-pressure cylinder and two or three double-flow

:low pressure--cylinders.•• Beheat i s generally accomplished using

live steam and extraction steam in combination with moisture

separator^, Feedwater heating--is carried out using extraction

steam,,. Full-flow demineralisers are required on once-through
vsteam ge'ngratofs, while condensate polisniny i s adequate for

' saturated steam' generators.

23/.
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(5)

Several comments were made concerning BWR's in Section 4.1

above. The BWR design is attractive in that steam is generated

in the reactor core itself, thus providing a more direct cycle

than the PWR anJ eliminating steam generators. There are

counter-acting requirements, however, which make the overall

competitiveness of the two systems much the same. A BWR reactor

vessel for plants with similar outputs is almost double the mass

of the PWR vessel. The primary system penetrates the containment

to circulate through the turbine, necessitating isolation

capability of a high standard and a turbine hall building of

greater integrity than \hat of a PWR. BWR fuel loadings are

also higher by a substantial amount [50 - u. ) . Compromise

water conditions are necessary, and chemical shim is not possible.

a.3.2 Core Design

BWR fuel elements are made up in arrays of 6x6 , 7x7 or 8x8

fuel rods. The larger number of rods has been necessitated by

licensing requirements, fin the U.S.A., in particular, the

Emergency Core Coaling System limitation of maximum fuel cladding

temperature of 1205 C after a loss of coolant accident applies to

all LWR's). The fuel rods are contained in a channel which

provides a guide for the cruciform control rods which move in

tne spaces between elements. The elements are also orificed to

match coolant flow rate with radial power distribution. :•

The fuel rods are made up of Zircglloy tubes and sintered

and ground U0 2 fuel pellets in similar fashion to those of P.WH's,

They are larger in diameter, however. Several rods are used, to

connect the upper tie plate to the lower tie plate. Zircalltiy or

Inconel spacer grids are employed to stabilise the rods. Several

different enrichments are used in ths fuel rods in fuel elements

.24/.
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(unlike the PftR) to obtain reasonable power distribution.

Soma designs have a "water red" in place of one fuel rod to

support the spacer grids*

The cruciform control rods contain boron carbide filled

stainless steal tubes. Each control rod is associated with

four fuel elements,

4.3.3 Reactivity Control

BWR's are designed to have negative power coefficients.

Other means of control are the control rods, recirculation rate

variation and burnable poisons.

The control rods are actuated from below, unlike PWR's,

and are raised to reduce reactivity. Actuation is hydraulic,

sometimes in association with a lead-screw mechanism. Reactor-

grade water is used as the hydraulic fluid, and accumulators

store sufficient energy to scram al l of ths rods.

A major portion of the core flow is recirculated within

the vessel, while approximately one third is recirculated by

external pumps in American designs. Ths Iptsst European designs

employ internal impellers only. Varying the recirculation rate

alters the void fraction in the care. For instance, a drop in

recirculation rate increases the core void fraction, thus

reducing the moderator 'ratio in the core and raducing. the

reactor power. The flow decrease i s limited to approximately

SO/o , after which control rod movement is required for further

power reduction. '.

4.3.4 Reactor Vessel and Primary Circuit ,,

BWR vessels approach a total dry rflass of • 1 OOCht -for ; ••

3 800 MW(t]_ output, with inside diameters .".of tfie' order of ;7jm,,.';,;

Typical operating pressures are in the region of 7x10 Pa , with

inlet temperatures of 270 C and core temperature r ise iif"IB K . '

Mangansse-molybdanum-nickel steels are used for basic construction,

with stainless steel weld overlay on internal surfaces (except -
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the nead, as a rule, which is exposed to a steam atmosphere

only].

The steam/water mixture rising from the top of the core

passes through centrifugal internal steam separators. The steam

then passes through further dryers and leaves the vessel with a

moisture content of about 0,3̂ 0 . Ths separated water flows

down in the annular space between the care shroud and the reactor

vessel and is recirculated back to below the core. The driving

pressure is generated by a combination of external pumps and

internal jet pumps, or by internal impellers. This flow can be

controlled.

The st^m from the reactor vessel flaws directly ta the

turbine(s). As for PWR's, this is typically a tandem compound

machine with one double-flow high pressure cylinder and two or

three double-flow low prassure cylinders. Reheat is also

accomplished by means of live steam and extraction steam in

combination with moisture separators. Feedwater heating is

accomplished in two or three parallel trains of five to seven

stages each, utilising extraction steam. Stainless steel feedwater

heater tubes and full-flo-.v demineral isers are required to maintain

adequate water quality. Radiation shielding on both the turbine

and feedwater train is necessary.

Pressure relief valves are fitted to the vessel to limit

the primary circuit pressure. } \

4.3.5 Auxiliary Core Cooling

Auxiliary core cooling (or emergency cors cooling) generally

consists of several redundant systems. For example, there is:-

(a) a high pressure core spray system using a pump to spray

water from a sparger above the core when the vessel is

fully pressurised and a small break occurs;

(b] a low pressure core spray system witn a pump to spray

water from a sparger above the core when a large break

occurs arid the vessel depressurises rapidly;

26/... .,
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(c) a low pressure coolant injection system which includes

pumpc and heat exchangers to inject water to the top

". of the core after a large break and which is capable

• of afterheat removal; and

(d) an automatic depressurisation system which reduces the

vessel pressure to a point where (b) and (c) can operate,

and i s thus a back-up action to (a) if a small leak

occurs.

, see

- All of the pumps take suction from the suppression pool

,4,3.6 below). Diesel generators are installed to provide

power; to the pumps if mains power is lost.

4.3.6 Containment

• the most common type of containment incorporates pressure

suppression. A dry well volume is farmed below and sround the

vessel-, and relief valves and local pipe breaks discharge to the

dry well. In the event of a major rupture, gas and steam are

forced'into supprsssion pools at the bottom of the dry well.

The steam condRnses in the pool and the gas passes on to a large

steel containment structure or to a separate compression space

above the pccii. The emergency core cooling systems recir^ulate

and cool water throuyr the core, the rupture, tte suppression pool

and back to the core. The designs using a separate compression

space generally have large prestressed buildings acting as a

further^barrier, as do those with large steel containments.

4.3.7 Coolant Purification

Rull-flaw condensate riemineralisers are used, as well as

condensate'storage tanks (Eorcieirimes providing some emergency core

cooling suction) and feedwater pumps. A small amount of the

external loop flow is diverted through a high pressure filter and

demineraliser to reduce ths level of impurities in the coolant.

2?/.
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The main source of gaseous radioactivity is from the

main condensor air ejectors. This, together with oth^j. gaseous

and liquid and solid wastes, is carefully handled in a waste

disposal system to safeguard the environment,

4.3.8 Miscellaneous Information

Refuelling programmes are similar to those of PWR's.

The burnup achieved is of the order of 27,5 GWd/t , somewhat

less than for PWR's, while init ial enrichments are lower and

core inventories are higher. Usually one or two gross enrichment

levels (l,6 to 2,2$) are used in in i t ia l fuel elements, with four

different enrichment levels within elements. Approximately one

fourth of the core is reloaded annually, the reload elements

having an average Enrichment in the rangs 2,4% to 2,8% .

A pool cf water above the vessel is used for refuelling.

A dome over the top of the reactor vessel forms the top of the

dry well containment, and has to be removed before the vessel

top can be opened. Fuel is then transferred to storage racks.

BWR's usually have neutron detectors for flux-monitoring

channels mounted inside th<= vessel. St,trt-up and intermediate

range detectors are moved to provide greater range and to minimise

radiation damage, while power-range ionisation chambers are mounted

between fuel elements.

5. HEAVY WATER REACTORS

5.1 Introduction

Heavy water is the best moderator of- neutrons becaus^.of i t s low

absorption cross-section and good slcwing-down power, , Graphite has a

fairly low absorption cross-section, but i t s slo^ing-dpm power I s

poor. Light water has the best slywing-dowri power of-'i:He^hree, but has

a relatively high absorption cross-section.

28/,
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It follows that the use of heavy water . aws substantial

potential advantages over light water, in particular, for realising

high conversion ratios and minimising fuel costs. Heavy water is

expensive, however, and this raises the capital investment in a new

plant substantially. Lasses and degradation during ooeration have

to be carefully controlled.

Two broad categories of heavy water reactor can be identified:

those usirig heavy water for both cooling and moderation; and those

using lignt water for cooling and heavy water for moderation. The

only progrBjnme of any size consisting of operating and under-construction

reactors involves the first type, ths CANDU PHW in Canada. These use

natural uranium fuel, thus avoiding reliance on enrichment facilities

to a great extent. Britain has recently announced her intention of

introducing a modest programme involving the SGHWR, which is of the

second type and uses enriched uranium. The Canadians built a proto-

type CANDU'H.W reactor (Gentilly 1] which i- similar to the SGHWR,

using natural uranium, but have not pursued the genus. All of the

above reactors use pressure tubes- A German PHWR concept uses a large

pressure vessel and heavy water for both coolant and moderator. One

commercial :unit was built by them: Atucha in the Argentine.

Because of the relative impacts mads Dn the nuclear industry,

only the CANDU PHW and the SGHWR will be described.

5.2. CANDU PHW

The Pickering reactors have an output of GOD MW each, and the

Bruce reactors which are in an advanced stage of construction will

eatsh-produce; 950 MW(e) . The basic design consists of a horizontal

stainless- stfeei calandria containing moderator, which i s penetrated

^by^zirednitihr/niiobium .pressure tubes within corresponding calandria

. tubes.. The space between calandria tube and pressure tube i s CCL,

f i l l ed ta "provide insulation against heat flow to the moderator. The

fuel i s natural uranium dioxitis, made up into pel le ts which are canned

in Zircalloy tubes with helices on the outer surfaces to maintain

spacing between rods and to promote coolant mixing. A number of rods

(2B in l a t e s t designs] are assembled to form a bundle which i s circular .

29/.
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Fuel bundles are inserted into pressure tubes horizontally. Refuelling

is carried ^ut at power, with machines placed at opposite ends of the

reactor: one pushes a new bur.die in while the other receives a spant

dundle. Refuelling is carried out in both directions in different

tubes to obtain as much reactivity as possible and maintain flux

symmetry. Coolant flaw ip also in different directions, according to

the refuelling direction, so that coolant encourters a new bundle

f i rs t . The average burnup in CANDU PHW fuel is approximately

8 GWd/t .

Control rods of various types are vertically mounted and are

accommodated between calandria tubes. Absorber rods are used for

flux flattening, zone control, xenon over-ride control, safety

shut-down and power regulation. In addition, gadolinium or boron

may be added to the moderator for shin control to compensate for the

excess reactivity of new fuel. Boosta^ rods containing enriched

uranium can be inserted into the core for xenon over-ride.

If a reactor is tripped at high power, xenon in a fission product

decay chain builds up to a maximum ar.J then decays. As the xenon is a

strong neutron absorber, if there is not enough excess reactivity

available to overcome i ts effect, the reactor cannot be started up

again for 24 to 36 hours. If i t can b" started up in time, the xenon

is burned away quickly to an equilibrium level, and the reactivity

increases again. Xenon over-ride capability is more difficult to

achieve in natural uranium reactors as they have l i t t l e built--.p

excess reactivity potential.

The primary circuit, apart from the reactor core, • i s similar to
7

a PWR. The operating pressure is approximately 10 Pa. ,.. the core

inlet temperature 266 C and the-outlet temperature 310 G.'^Inverted

U-tube steam generators are used in separate loops•in later-designs,

with circulating pumps and a pressuriser.

The steam turbine is a tandem-compound machine with one double-

flow high pressure and two double-flow IDW pressure cylinders. Reheat

and moisture separation is accomplished between the hP and LP.stages.

Steam conditions are 260°C , 4,5x10 Pa and 99,79}G quality.
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The coni:ainii',>nt. system comprises a prestressed concrete envelope

and a pressure suppression dausing system. The emergency core cooling

system provides ordinary water cooling to the reactor fuel fallowing

a loss nf coolant accident.

5,3 5GHWR

A prototype Steam Generating Heavy Water Reactor of 100 MW(e]

has been operating at Winfrith, England, since 1957, It formed part

G'f a back-up programme to the gas-cooled programme then being pursued

in Britain. The SGHWR never broke into the market, despite interest

shown by many countries and the North of Scotland Hydro Electric 3oard.

Foreign interests were not prepared to be f irst with a new commercial

reactor system. The British announcement that a total of six reactors

of S6C MW(e) each would be built in the next round uf thermal-reactor

construction has given new impetus to the system.

A pressure-tubc/calandria arrangement is used, as in the CANDU PHW

reactor. The tubes are vertical, however, and the coolant is boiling

light water flowing upwards. The calandria is aluminium with zirconium

alloy calandria tubes and pressure tubes in the 660 MWfe) reference

design. A feature of the design is that there are no moving parts

in the core region. High speed boric acid injection into interlattice

tubes is used for rapid shut-down. Moderator level adjustment takes

care of short-term reactivity changes, while long term changes are

accounted for by varying boric acid concentration in the moderator.

Moderator can be dumped.to provide a back-up shut-down mechanism.

Radial power distribution will probably be adjusted by means of

floodable tubes, and distributed gadol-^ium poison in the fuel may be

adopted for flux flattening. Uranium dioxide pellets in Zircalloy

cans are envisaged, there being 36 rods per bundle. The average

enrichment for in i t ia l fuel will be 2, 14D/Q , graded in each bundle, and

2,1% for replacement fuel. Refuelling will be carried out off-load,

from above. The equilibrium burnup will be approximately 21 GWd/t .

The primary system will consist of two steam drums and four

recirculating pumps externally situated. I t is proposed that ferri t ic

mild steel be used for primary circuit piping instead of stainless
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steel (or stainless steel weld overlaid onto mild steel as used in

B'.VR's). Water chemistry appears to be well enough understood for

this to be a satisfactory arrangement, with the advantage of additional

resistance to stress corrosion cracking as a result of chloride intrusion.

The 560 MW(e) reference design proposes the USB of a high-pressure

dry containment, designed to withstand 4x10 Pa . A secondary containment

of conventional construction and high integrity may be necessary to

envelop the primary containment or i t s penetrations.

The steam drum pressure will be 5,5x10 Pa , with 12)4 (mass)

inlet coolant quality. Overall plant efficiency will be 32,8% .

6 . SAS-COOLED REACTORS

Gas—cooled reactors have formed the basis of the commercial nuclear

Dower programme in Britain to dats, and several of them were built in France.

Magnox and Advanced Gas-cooled Reactors are briefly described in this section,

bearing in mind that their importance in commercial programmes 'is waning.

High Temperature Reactors, on the other hand, hold more promise for the

future, so that they will be separately described in Section 7. The Gas-

cooled Fast Breeder Reactor concept will be described in Section 8.

Early gas-cooled reactors were simple graphite piles with metallic

uranium fuel canned in aluminium and cooled by air . Ait wasblown through

the fuel and exhausted at the top of a large stack..... Such systems were not

suitable for power production because of limited temperatures.•

In order to raise temperatures, recirculating ,gas circuits 'were developed,

using CO™ , and th= fuel canning' was changed to a 'magnesium allay* Low excess

reactivity margins available with natural uranium and low power.densities

resulted in large core structures. Steel pressure vessels were used ,. ;

in i t ia l ly , with external loops 'containing steam generators and gas recircLtfators.

Reinforced concrete pressure vessels were introduced for later versions, with

steam generators mounted internally and recirculatbrs penetrating the concrete

in special closures.
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ThB largest, and last, reactors in the British Magnox programme are

at W/Ifa, Anglesey. Each has a net output of some 600 MW(e) from two

turbines. The pressure vessel is spherical, with an internal diameter of

29.3 m and thickness of 3,36 m . The active core size is 9,1 m high,

17.4 m diameter. The primary circuit pressure is 2,8 MPa . By way of

comparison, the^active core size of a PWR of similar output is approximately

3 m x 3 m , a BWR 4 m x 4 m , and a CANDU PHW 6 m x 6 m .

* -
Fuel elements have a diameter of 27,9 mm . Heat transfer is optimised

by hsl ical f ins '-ori the outer can surfaces. Maximum can temperature is

451 C , and maximum uranium temperature 559 C , The core fuel inventory

i s 595 t . ' '

Steam conditions are somewhat better than in LttR's, being 4,6 WiPa ,
401 C a t the turbine stop valve.

Refuelling i s carried Dut from above on-load. Control i s achieved by

means of boron-stEel rods inserted from above. Overall plant efficiency

i s 31,4% , and the;burnup achieved is re la t ively low (~ 3 GWd/t) .

Economic factors resulted in the Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor being

developed. A prdfcStype has been operating a t Wi ;dscale since 1963, but

none of the 10 commercial plants being bui l t i s yet in full operation.

The AGR desigci incorporates improvements to raise the temperatures of

fuel, canning, primary coolant and stsairu The fuel i t s e l f i s UO enriched,

making smaller corgs, higher Dower densities and greater fuel burnup

possible. UDr-" pel le ts in stainless s teel tubes make up fuel rods, 36 of

which are assembled :to form a circular fuel bundle, these are inserted

into channels in the graphite moderator. Carbon dioxide coolant i s used,

as with the Magnox;stations, but closer control ayer, the chemistry i s required

to l imi t rrass transport cf graphite at tha higher, temperatures.

Each AGR reactor will have a net e lec t r ica l output of approximately

620 MW(e] j with an active care size G^ 8,2 m height, 9,3 m diameter.

The fuel rods have a diameter of 15,2 mm .- Heat•transfer i s optimised by

small circumferential f ins on the outer can surfaces. Maximum can temperature

"is 825DC , and maximum fuel terrperatiire 1 500°C = Core fuel inventory i s 120 t ,
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Steam conditions will be good: 16,3 MPa at about S40 C . On-load

refuelling will be used. Control will be achieved by means of boron steel

rods. Overall plant efficiencies will be of the order of 40% . Design

burnup of the fuel i s 18 GWd/t .

Reinforced concrete pressure vessels are used throughout, the primary

coolant pressure being 4,9x10 Pa .

The AGR programme in Britain has suffered numerous setbacks during

construction. The basic reason for this i s that the extrapolation from

the 40 MW(e) prototype to SO MVV(e) commercial units is too large. In any

event, the cost of AGR's is such that they can no longer compete with

LWR's or the SGHWR.

7. HIGH TEMPERATURE REACTORS

7.1 Introduct ion

Temperatures in reac tor cores a r e l imi ted by the ma te r i a l s used

in their construction. Metal cans are restrictive, and also absorb

neutrons. A lot of interest has been shown over the years in developing

non-metallic fuel coatings of sufficient integrity to retain a major

proportion of the fission products and to operate at. high temperatures.

Three early installations have proved to be excellent test beds

for fuel development: the Dragon reactor in Britain, run under an

OECD programme, began operation in 1965; the AVR in Germany (19SS);

and Peach Bottom 1 in the U.S.A. [1967). A 330 MVj[e~) prototype

commercial reactor, Fort St. Vrain in the U.S.A., started full-power

operation recently, and the 300 MW(e) THTR demonstration plant is under :

construction in GBrmany.

Several large commercial units have been ordered by ut i l i t ies in

the U.S.A. to commence operation in the early 19B0's. This shows that

there is probably l i t t l e to choose economically between HTR's and LWR's,

the latter retaining their -ordering domination by virtue of their proven

population. The large HTR's on order will be helium cooled, steam

generating, thermal 'systems. A typical"unit will be described in

•••'•• S e c t i o n 7 . 2 . •v'.^'H- - . -.- ••<:" ••• - ••.•
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Developmnnt attention has recently been deviating from fuels to

materials necessary for direct gas turbine cycles. Such thermal

systems show great promise, and could make full use of the high

temperatures possible in l-fTR's. A notable advantage of the direct

cycle would' be i t s suitability far dry cooling. A conceptual design

will be briefly described in Section 7.3 .

7.2 Steam fcycle High Temperature Reactor

The sysiem to be described here uses prismatic fuel elements.

The German reactors use pebble-beri fuel, in w, Jch the coated particle

technology is similar to that used in the prisratic fuel elements.

The largest HTR's now on order will have a thermal rating of

3 ODD MW , and net electrical output of 1 160 MW , giving a net plant

.efficiency of 38,6fo . In common with all HTR and GCFBR concepts, the

coolant will-'be helium and primary system containment a prestressed

. concrete. vessel. The overall conversion ratio is expected to be 0,62

without recycle which is better than LWfl's but a long way from that

required-for.-substantially better fuel resources utilisation. They

will use tH0r.i;um as fertile material, however, so that depletion of

uranium, resources will be somewhat eased. A typical 1 160 MW plant i s

used as a:'basis - for the following description.

7.2.1 Core Design

' Fusl i s contained in coated particles of two types. Highly

enriched ̂ uranium and .recycled '•"• U (if any) are the fissile

isotopess. Used in the form of UtL particles of 100 to 300 p,m

diameter.; -The kernels are coated with successive layers^ pyrolytic

carbon, inner isotropic pyralytic carbon, silicon: carbids and outer

isotropic -pyrrilytic carbon. The total coating thickness is of the

order of 130 u.tn . The inner pyrolytic carbon coating sets as a

buff el", while the uther layers, retain fission products. ThÔ

-forms thp kernel of the fertilE psrticle, which has a pyralytic carbon

' buffer and~a high density isotropic pyrolyti^ carbon layer only.
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The two types of particle are blended in suitable

proportions and formed into fuel rods using a graphite matrix

as a fcjinder. Fuel rods are 16 mm diameter and 50 tn 60 mm

long. The fuel rods are loaded into a graphite block to make

a completed elerent. The graphite block is hexagonal, 359,1 mm

across flats and 793 mm high. I t contains 132 fuel holes, 72

coolant holes (21 mm diameter) and six burnable poison holes.

Helium .flaws dawn through the coolant holes. A graphite block

is considered as an element, and eight elements are placed above

each Other to form ? column. There are 493 fuel columns in the

core.- :These are di»dded into refuelling regions, each of which

consists of sex/en columns, the centre one housing a pair of

control rods. A single vessel penetration serves a l l seven

columns in a region and contains the control rod drive. One

quarter of ths core is refuelled each year, the remaining

elements remaining in place.

The in i t ia l core loading will be approximately 1 725 kg

of highly enriched uranium [93$> u] and 37,5 tons of thorium.

The average burnup at equilibrium is expected to be 9B ODD MWd/t .

-Drifice valves in each refuelling region can be adjusted at

power t-Q proportion the flow according tn rsginn pnwp.r. Tnformntinn

concerning the neutron flux and helium outlet temperature in each

region is provided by in-core instrumentation. Start-up detectors

c-.n also lie inserted into the care, the" single region penetration

houses'equipment for these functions in addition to the control rod

drive. '

7.272 ~~Reactivity Control

-__,!. , Snjprary control is by means qf the 73 control rod pairs.

These! move in special channels in the centre column of each

r-egion and are driven from above. T.ie drive mechanism consists

of a direct-current, low-speed, nigh-torgue motor, a 10 to 1

* reduction unit aori cable drums. The .motor acts as a braka when a •

constant rod height i s required, by means of a holding voltage

_which is removed when the reactor i s scrammed. .
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Additional shutdown margin can be obtained by the

release of boron carbide-containing graphite pellets into ths

core. Burnable poison in the form of B.C is us<?r! to control

part of the core excess reactivity and to flatten the transverse

core power distribution. Tha B X is contained in graphite rods,

six of which ars built into each fuel element.

7.2.3 Reactor Vessel and Primary Circuit

The prestressed concrete pressure vessel contains the

entire core and primary coolant system. It is cylindrical

with an outside diameter of 27,7 m and a height of 30,5 m .

Construction is of high strength concrete reirforced with

banded reinforcing steel and prestressed by steel tendons.

The vessel also provides shielding of the core.

There is a central core cavity with nine peripheral

cavities, six of which each house a main helium circulator

and a steam generator. The other three each house an

auxiliary circulator and heat exchanger which can be used to

rpmove afterheat with any likely atmosphere in the primary

circuit.

The total helium flow rate to the steam generators is

5 000 t/h , and the total helium charge is 7,85 t . The

circulator discharge pressure is 5 MiPa at 318 C . The care

outlet temperature is 741°C and the total helium pressure drop

is approximately 190 kPa . - •

Helium from the care outlet passes through a reheater .

section and then the main section of the "steam generators.

From there it flows to the circulators and is returned to the

core. High pressure feedwater enters through the" Bottom of the

pressure vessel to the main steam generator sections where it is

superheated to 513°C at 17,5 MPa . * This steam drives the high

pressure section of the main steam turbines and returns via the

helium Dirculatbr turbines to the reheaters'where its temperature

is raised TO*538 G* at 4,1 MPa and flows on to~"the intermediate

pressure turbine sections.
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The helium circulators each consist of a single-stags

axial-flpw compressor driven by a single-stage steam turbine.

Circulator spsed i s controlled by throt t le and bypass valves

ta achieve proper system control.

The auxiliary circulators are mounted above their

respective heat exchangers. They consist of single-stage

axial-flbw compressors driven by e lect r ic motors. Check

valves are incorporated into the design to prevent back-flow

when the main circulators are in operation. The auxiliary

circulators are generally stationary, as the main circulators

can also; be used for after-heat removal. The e lec t r i c drives

are supplied by a variable frequency control system using

static inj/erters.

7.2.4 Containment

The reactor will ba contained in a concrete structure.

This is designed to contain large leaks in the primary circuit.

7.2.5 Hslium Purification

Helium purity is of great importance, and the target

maximum levels are 1 ppm (CO + CQ_ + H-,0) and 40 ppm Hp during

normal operation. Two parallel redundant systems consist of

several, stages. Each train has a compressor delivering a primary

coolant sidestream to a high-temperature charcoal filter adsorber

to remove fission produced isotopes (other than krypton and xenon)

and tritium,-, a water-cooled helium cooler, a dryer to remove CCL

and (-U0 \ a-cooler to lower the temperature to -175 C , a liquid

nitrogen cooled adsorber to remove krypton, xenon, CCL , CH ,

H-, ano tritium, ;ancfa dust filter. The purified helium is used

for purging:seals, control rod drives, pressure vessel penetrations

and instruments. When tha reactor is depressurised far maintenance

or refuelling, helium is passed through the purification system to

' storage vessels. ': r-'" '
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procssses. Reduced iron pellets could then be fad to an electric

src furnace for conversion into steel. It has bean estimated that

a 3 000 MW(t) HTR could be compatible with a 5x10 t/a steel mill

requiring 700 MW(e) , and could ba in operation early next decade.

8. FAST BREEDER REACTORS

8.1 Introduction

Fast breeder reactors hold the greatest promise for good nuclear

fuel utilisation in the future. The great majority of development

effort at present is centred around the sodium-cooled fast breeder

concept. A promising additional typs (on paper) is the gas-cooled

fast breeder to complement HTR programmes. Further back in concept

is the molten salt fast breeder reactor.

The terms "fast reactor" and "fast breeder reactor" are not

synonymous, of course, as the first can exist without the second.

There is little technical or economic incentive for this, however,

except as stages in the development of breeders. By the same token,

thermal breeder reactors are possible in theory, but suffer inordinate

cost penalties in relation to their converter brothers. The exception

here could be the molten salt (thermal) reactor, which has received

far less attention than the thermal reactors described i;~ previous

sections.

Breeding ratio is defined as the ratio of the quarrt-ity oV fresh

fissile fusl produced to the primary fusl destroyed. Table III in

Section 2 would seen- to indicate that tha maximum breeding ratio

attainable is 1,53 . There is another factor in fast reactors,

however, which enhances breeding ratios: that of the fertile fast

fission "bonus". The abundance of neutrons at p.nergies above the

fission threshold energies of a38U and "2Th results'in up to 25 per

cent of the power being contributed by this source. In thermal reactors

the proportion is much smaller: about 2f/o . It follows that a Breeding

ratio in the region of two is theoretically possible, arid has in fact

been achieved in at least one critical assembly which had no coolant.
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The doubling time of a breeder reactor i s a far more important

practical parameter than tne breeding r a t io . The doubling time is

defined as the time taken by a reactor to breed enough fuel to

commission a similar station. Call the doubling time T seconds, the

mass of f i ss i le fuel in thp complete fuel cycle associated with a

reactor M kilograms, the tot til power of the reactor P watts, the load

factor L , ths breeding rat io b , and the fast fission bonus f .

Then, using 0,;2>«1D 3 J = 1 kg fissioned,

T ~
PU(i>-1Jt1-fJ

In a growing e lec t r ic i ty generating system the number cf reactors

(for example) .must increase, and the fuel for the new reactors must be

tired from existing ones. Over a lifetime of 30 years, say, a breeder

should be able to fuel two similar additional units, requiring a

doubling time • pf 15 years.

Three prototype LMFBR's were mantioned in Section 3: the BIN! 350,

Pf-ENIX and PFRy; Each of these will be fallowed by larger reactors in

the i r respective countries: U.S.S.R., France and the U.K. There are

strong programmes: under way in the U.S.A., Germany, Japan and Italy

aswe i r , a l l involving LMFBR's of two types. The poal type has the

pftimary'c&euit'tomplBtely contained in the reactor vessel, while the

loop type has intermediate hsat exchangers and pumps externally

situated. ; : V ; i J"••'-"•" v•-•- '••'••' —

Ths prototype reactors have low breeding ra t ios , as they have an

insignificant effect on fuel rpsources-themselves and have bsen

optimised on economic grounds. The gehsral-'philosophy i s that short

-doubling times-can [come l a t e r , while i t i s more important to thrash

cut the technological problems as scon as "-possible. Early hopes for

high brseding r a t i o s in the short-term-have-been scutt led by more

accurate determination of nuclear fuel properties.

The most pressing problems of fas t reactors are re la ted to fuel

rod performance and structural material integri ty. The fast neutron

flux i s extremely damaging, leading to voids and swelling of materials

in the core. Burnups of 50 000 MVVd/t now seem assured, but the aim i s
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to achieve 100 ODD to 125 000 MWd/t for economy. Oxide fuels are

used now, but carbide fuels will receive increasing attention in

future because of their better breeding potential and thermal

characteristics.

The first large demonstration commercial breeders can be expected

to be commissioned singly in France, Britain, flussia and the U.S.A. in

the early 1980"s, and large numbers may start to come on line from

1990 onwards.

8.2 An LMFBR description fPFR"p7^

B.2.1 Core

The reference core is made of hexagonal subassemblies,

142 mm across the flats, 3,81 m long containing 325 UO -PuO

fuel pins. Each fuel pin has an outside diameter of ,5,85 mm

and the wall is 0,38 mm thick. The pins in the subassembly are

supported by grids 101,5 mm apart, over the 915 mm core length

and at either end of ths 229 mm long axial breeder. Below the

lower breeder section there is a 1,19 m long fission.gas reservoir

slightly smaller in diameter than the in-core-section1 of 1;he pin

in order to reduce the coolant pressure drop. .The ratio of core

to axial blanket length is- one of the design paramat^Ks.-whieh may

be varied. An alternative design of pin is being considered in

which the fission product gas is released into the coolant without

prsssurisation of the pin. • .--••-. •-. -.-.-

The,subassemblies are arranged in a latticG. The inner zone

of low enrichment contains thirty aleiqents and, the' outer some forty

eight. The. core is surrounded by a,radial, core reflector -to. improve

the radial form factor, reduce fche fissile inventory, and Increase

the internal breeding ratio. This reflector is followed by a

single row. of .radial breeder subassemblies to repressnt-i:hB two

or three rows, that would probably be employed in a-commercial fast

reactor. Outside this is a breeder, reflector to return escaping

neutrons arid improve the breeding performance.
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Power changes are made by using the five tantalum control

rods, which can be moved in any combination from one to five, so

as to even out variations in the rate of react ivi ty addition.

Although tantalum is currently proposed, enriched boron carbide

may be used i f satisfactory long term radiation resul ts can be

obtained. Six shut-off rods of enriched boron carbide at the

core-reSFlector boundary are used to maintain sufficient sub-

cr i txcal l ty during fuel handling and as a backup emergency shut-

down system.

The. control rod consists of a shell and tube assembly

with saSium flowing through the tubes, cooling ths tantalum

plates. ;The. shutpff rod consists of an assembly of stainless

steel cans, containing enriched boron carbide wathin a stainless

steel hexagonal wrapper plate . No forced cooling i s supplied to

the shutoff rods.

, I t 6.s expected that the only maintenance required will be

to the operating mechanism; i . e . the section above and including

the magnet*, .and the'assembly hgs been designed so that this

section-may :be'-readily removed ;in a flaslc, Beplacement of

absorber isub"assemblies within the core i s carried cut in the

same manner as the refuelling process and provision i s made for

the highly^ radioactive used, rods to undergo decay in a storage

drum withiji.Jhe reactor vessel or in the area surrounding the

. .radi al^brse rier. ,3Lhe -control and shutof.f guide tubes suspended

jfrom "the rota t ing shield also house thermocouple condtiits each . .

of which-"spcves a group tif-six_ subasserablies surroundirig the rod.

"Bl2,2~~Primary* biro-Til: ~- ""-"""" ~-

."* -> The whole of ,,the priniary c i r cu i t . i s contained within the

""primary tank which"ds a'jsyllndrxcaT vessel 12,20 m diameter by

15j20m deep fabricated from stainless s tes l 12,7 mm in thickness.

I t i s suspended a t i t s outer periphery from the roof support

s tructure. "" This Type"of construction enables the main components
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of the circuit to be susppnded symmetrically from tint roof, thus

keeping the stresses on the sodium containment system to a minimum.

A separate law-alloy steel leak jacket surrounds the reactor tank

and prevents excessive fall in liquid metal level should the

primary circuit fracture. The J.-ak jacket is contained within a

reinforced concrete vault situated below cround level.

r

When the reactor is operating, sodium at 400°C is drawn

from the bulk sodium in the tank by three mechanical pumps in

parallel Sfld delivered at 920 kPa to oipes which pass to the core

grid. This grid, together with the reactor jacket and thermal

shield rods, is supported by a structure attached to the roof.

After passing through the core the liquid metal at 560-600 0 flows

through the neutron shield rods to the intermediate heat exchanger.

Coolant emerging from the intermediate heat exchangers at 400-430 C

is distributed around the heat exchanger shells and sweeps the tank

surface before flowing to the suction end of the pump. In this way

the risk of, . stratification of hot sodium is reduced, The argon

gas blanket covering the primary sodium system is pressurised to

about 7 kPa '. The pressure drop through the primary heat exchanger

is provided by a difference in free surface level between the coolant

at the heat exchanger1 inlet and that in the main tank.

High containment vessel integrity is obtained through

simplicity 'of design, there being no penetrations or nozzles in

the vessel below sodium level. The main design problem is to

limit the thermal stress at the top strake where the vessel is hung

•prom •fine roof. This problem is overcome by the use of graded

insulation and External cDoling to give an acceptable axial

temperature gradient in the vessel wall bstween the free surface

and the roofs A low voltage heating s>stem, together with strain

gauges, thermocouples, ^nd sodium leak detection equipment, is fitted

to tha outside of the reactor V B S S B I . This equipment is incorporated

into a mild steel frame which serves to support the lagging and is

suspended from a series of pads welded to the top section of the

vessel :.-.-. . ... ,-, ,- .-.,.., .. ..

05/.
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A 6,1 ra diameter free standing cylindrical steel skirt

sits on the core support structure and has three distribution

compartments radiating from the top end into which the heat

exchangers are fitted. The internal surface af this reactor

jacket is clad with stainless steel insulation and the structure

as a whole distributes the hot sodium through the neutron shield

rods to the intermediate heat exchangers.

The thermal insulation is required to protect the reactor

jacket structure from thermal shack and steady state contact with

the high-temperature sodium. It also limits the amount of heat

transfer between the hot outlet sodium and the bulk sodium. Layered

insulation has been specially developed fcr ;this pugpqse. Each

layer consists of two thin sheets of stainless steel; Welded

together to form a quilted pocket construction with; trapped gas

filling the pockets. These panels are then fabricated into

independent layers which fit closely to the reactor Jacket.

Ths grid and the surrounding neutron shield is positioned

and supported from the grid support plate which is,suspended from

a cylinder attached to the roof. This cylinder isJ1B2h(m smaller;

in diameter than the reactor vessel.and changes to a conical sha|Je

at a ring besni 7,3 m below the roof. •.-;-.

The six intermediate heat exchangers are of the -counter-flow

shell and tube type, with 1 540 4,57 m long, 19 mm outside diameter .

tubes enclosed in a 1,22 m' diameter shell. Flexibility between

individual tubes and the shell ±s provided by sinusoidal "bends in

the tubes. Primary coolant flows through the tubes and secondary

sodium flows on the shell side. There are no baffles in the shell-,

and in order to locate- the tubes and_minimise vibration a number of

grid supports are positioned along the tubB length. The heat

exchanger, which is removable, is supper-fed frsra a f

in the reactor vessel roof.

&Sf.
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The three primary pumps are of a mechanical, vert ical

shaft, mixed-flaw type with a free gas surface. The pumps are

driven by fixed speed motors through variable speed hydraulic

couplings.and employ an oil lubricated face seal to provide a

lesJr .tight barrier between the cover gas and the atmosphere. An

alternative variable-speed drive involving an a .c . commutator

motor i s being considered. The pumps, which are interchangeable,

are supported from a flanged plug in the roof. The diameter of

the pump, '.\«hich i s an important factor in determining the overall

diameter of; the primary vessel, i s minimised by adapting a mixed-

flaw impeller in a bowl-type casing. The shaft i s supported by a

taper-roller bearing at the top of the plug and a sodium-lubricated

bearing just;above the impeller. The pump is of simple rugged

construction .'with as few parts as possible and careful attention

has been pa-id to the problems of removal and maintenance.

8.2,3 Secondary Circuit and Steam Generator

There>are three separate secondary loops, each loop being

connected, to';two intermediate heat exchangers. In the reference

.design the jnat; sodium a t a temperature of 530°C passes via an

isolation valve to the high temperature end of the steam generator

where the flow i s divided between the reheater and superheater.

After passing through these units, in paral lel , the flow is

recombinect arid enters the evaporator a t 455°C . After leaving the

evaporator ais 3?0°C the sodium returns to the intermediate heat

exchanger via, an^fi>33ansintxjtsris_-ris«l3.tior. valve- arsd senofitiary pump.

> " T t / r ' " - i - • . . . • • • • ' •

Flow at' fu l l design load i s approximately 68 DDO 1/min in

each loop. Xhê  pumping power of approximatrsly 522 fcW i s provided

by a ~9p5 rpm_ mechanical vert ical spindle pump similar in arrangement

to t+ie primary pump. A minimum speed range from 100P/O down to 20/o

i s specified and will be provided ei ther by an induction motor

, driving through a hydraulic coupling or by an a .c . commutator motor.

There are free sodium surfaces a t the in le t and outlet ends

of the evaporator, superheater and reheater units and also in the

expansion tank and above the isolat ion valves and secondary pumps.

- - 47/
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The three steam generators, each of which consists of a

superheater, reheater and evaporator unit, are located in separate

bays in the steam generator building. All units are of similar

arrangement but materials and dimensions differ. Hot sodium

enters each superheater at the bottom and passes upwards slong

a central duct. The flow is then turned through 180 so that

it passes down an innsr annulus housing one limb of the steanv-

water L) tubes. At the bottom the flow is turned through 180

and passes upwards through the outer annulus which houses the

other limb of the U tubes. The sodium leaves the shell through

ports into a collection annulus. The water-steam mixture enters

the tubes via an annular header and flows through the U tubes to

the annular outlet header, the steapi flow being in counterflow to

the sodium in the high temperature units and in parallel flow with

the sodium in the evaporators.

Each steam generator has its own steam drum which receives

feed water direct from the feed heating train. Water is drawn

from the bottom of the drum, forced through the evaporator and the

mixture of steam and water returned to the drum far separation.

The dry saturated steam is tapped from the top of the drum and

passes to the superheater. The recirculation ratio through the

evaporator is 4:1 .

8.3 Gas-cooled Fast Breeder Reactor (3 )

Design, research and development effort on BCFBR's in the U.S.A.

(General Atomic) has been concentrated on a 300 MW(e) plant which has

yet to find sponsorship. The whole primary c i rcui t - i s integrated vd-thin

a concrete pressure vessel, as with KTR's. The steam-driven helium

circulators and once-through helical steam generators are also similar

to those of HTR's, the main differences being a higher coolant pressure

(8,6 MPa vs 4,9 MPaJ and lower top helium temperature (550°C us 74DDC) .

Three main loops and three auxiliary loops are a l l independent and

housed in separate pods within the vessel walls. The coî e i s of the
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same materials as LMFBR cores: stainless steel canning with mixed

oxide fuel and axial UCU blankets. The radial blanket is of ThO .
239 ?T?

Therefore Pu i s bred in the care and axial blankets and U in

the radial blanket. The fuel pins are vented to an enclosed space at

the top of each fuel element for pressure equalisation, and the fuel

rod surfaces'are roughened. Fuel enrichment is 14,6% and the breeding

rat io and doubling time are respectively reputed to be 1,45 and ten

years.

9. FUEL SVCLES

Nuclear fuel feycies can become an extremely involved subject, but will

only be briefly toOched upon here. A commercial reactor operator is interested

in keeping the.,cqs.t.^aer.,'iunit sent out as. low as possible, (-te must also endeavour

to meet load fluctuations and power 'peaking schedules as best he can. Physical

limitatiorisvare placed1 on the reactor to meet limits imposed on excess

reactivity, reactivity control, thermal margins, safety responses, mechanical

l i f e margins, 'core pofer distributions and refuelling techniques and intervals.

I t i s possible to vary, replacement fuel enrichment, burnable poison concentration,

the proportion of core elements reloaded, the refuelling interval, fuel-element

design, plutanium content, and various DthsFr.psrssstsra, I t follows that

;,fuel.imanagement-.ls«aH.-ii3valved_'̂  and FSJiiai-ns so throughout

the l i f e of a reactor.

The major steps in the fuel cycle Df an enriched-uranium oxide reactor

are shown in Fig, 10. ; ,

Natural uranium reactors do not; require steps 2 and 3 , and those using

metallic fuel have different processes for steps, 4 and 5 * Reprocessing of

fuel from natural uranium ireactors i s often omitted for the time being, as
235 " • ~ " - " ' '

the ~ u content"is low"and'there is no cast incentive to extract plutonium.

Step 9 is omitted, in .general,", from current cycles largely because of lack of

permission for Pu recycling in the U.S.".
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FIGURE 10

Ft/EZ. CVCZ.E W/rW PLUTONIUM RECYCLE
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Most enrichment capability for commercial reactors in the western world

is in the U.S.A. -Three large government-owned gaseous diffusion plants there

are being used to'stockpile enriched uranium. The present stocks amount to

14 3QD tons of enriched uranium, and i t is planned to double this by the

early 1980's, when they will no longer be able to cope with demand. Moves

are afoot to set up private enrichment companies using gaseous diffusion

and centrifuge plants in the U.S.A., but non-technical snags are threatening

to delay their commissioning dates. Britain has a small operational gaseous

diffusion plant, and is entering into a large centrifuge venture with Germany

and the Netherlands. France plans to build a large gaseous diffusion plant

with outside participation. Nuclear reactors on the same site will supply

the electric power ."far the plant. South Africa is investigating the building

of a commercial plant using i t s own process, and Australia is planning a

plant using U.S. technology in association with Japan. A nozzle separation

process i s under development in Germany. Japan and Iran are potential

customers for large quantities of enriched uranium, and will probably

participate in msyor western projects.

The lack of adequate reprocessing facil i t ies in the U.S.A. and elsewhere

is becoming a problem';" As a result of this shortage, spent fuel i s being

stored' in ihcreaszfig amounts awaiting the commissioning of new plants in the

U.S.A., one of which is due to start up next year, and another in 197B. The

storage of spSfit fue.1 costs money, of- courses but in relation to overall fuel

cycle costs the.penalty i s small.. No significant radiological problems are

involved. Waste product disposal from reprocessing facil i t ies will be

discussed in SectiofJ 10 . , , . ., .-,: _.„..„. ..„.,, .... ..

"fhs"other steps'in the oxide fuel cycle (Fig. id) do not merit special

mention. The'trahsBqjr--'--""" U""H" "" steps and the application of safeguards

are becoming more' andj more strictly controlled". These measures are designed

to'prevent-the diversion of-special, nuclear materials to unauthorised, uses,

and to "limit the probability of radiological exposure of the p-'blic. Flasks

for'transportfng irradiated fuel between" reactors and reprocessing facili t ies

are large' because of the massive shielding"required. Some of them have masses
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exceeding TOO t , and contain up to 6 t of spent fuel. For comparison, the

discharged fuel from an LWR of 1 000 MW(e) amounts to approximately 25 t at

each annual reload. Long-standing international transport regulations

require careful package design for all radioactive materials, and

particularly for those containing mixed fission products. As a result the

flasks are designed to withstand severe incidents such as free fall from a

height of 9 m followed by exposure to a fire at 800 C for half an hour.

Fuel cycles for HTR's will differ substantially in detail from those

for oxide fuels, This results from the different materials used and the

high enrichments involved. (One of the major problems in processing plants

is the avoidance of unplanned criticality incidents). The SiC coating on
235,

the fissile fuel particles allows for separation of the U from the
232Th/233U in the fertile particles. The 2 3 SU builds up a substantial

proportion of U in time as a result of radiative capture and has a

poisoning effect on the reactor. It may therefore be re-used or sold,

depending upon the degree of poisoning. A similar problem exists in plutonium

extractsd from spent fuel, as Pu builds up and is not fissile. Thermal

reactors are sensitive to such impurities, while fast reactors are not: the

fast neutron fluxes above the fission threshold energies are high, and the

materials thus perform in similar fashion to U in fast reactors.

Another advantage of fast reactors appears in the reprocessing cycle,

where it is not as important to maintain such a low level of fission product

impurities as in thermal reactors. The influence of expensive^ extraction

process costs can thus be reduceds as can the turnaround time between spent

fuel discharge and new fuel loading. The latter has an important bearing on

doubling times.

10. SAFETY ASPECTS OF L W B V fContributed by B.C. Winkler)

The early recognition of the damaging effects of. ionising radiation as

well as the manner in which nuclear energy was introduced to the worlB.at

large probably contributed largely to the apprehension with which the man

in the street views the safety of nuclear power plants.
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These factors, and the recognition of the potential risk associated

with the large fission product inventory of power reactors on the part of

the developers of nuclear power and regulatory authorities, however also

contributed to the profound safety consciousness that har characterised

this field of endeavour since i ts inception. It has frequently been stated

that the nuclear energy field has a safety record unsurpassed by any other-

industry of similar import.

This safety consciousness was the reason why, frcrn the c-sriy days

onwards, major effqrt was directed at the safety assessment of nuclear

plants and this resulted in a methodology for such assessment? that is to-

day referred to as'the "deterministic" approach to safety assessment.

This method essentially involves the engineering study of a large

range nf accident gejjuences of varying degrees of seriousness, which are

initiated by a number of different events such as reactivity transients,

loss of coolant flow etc. The objective of such early studies was ultimately

to design and incorporate safety systems which would be capable of adequately

limiting the consequences of the accidents both in terms cf damage to the plant

and release of radioactivity to ths environment and resulting exposure of the

public. - -

Clearly, ths tore serious the proposed accident sequence becomes, the

more extensive the- system to deal with i t has to be. In this sense the

.ultimate sequence tfiat needsd to be considered was the loss of coolant

flow accident as a-result of a double ended break in the main primary

ccsolantrpipB, This; was in earlier years referred to as the maximum

credible 'accident (&fCA) but is today called a design basis accident (DBA) .

' The -likelihood of" sig». reactor pressure^ vessel failure was termed to be

"inconceivably law"- and was -as such not considered. Of course no system

- to specifically cape "with such a sequence -needed to be incorporated.

._ Plant ^designs that have evqlvsp! ;;frpiii the .above underlying safety

eansiderafcipas incorporate essehtiaily".three protective systems, although

this i s a grass over-sirnplifinatiqn,s.^sijiBe.. one system may. .consist of a

nujUber'af separate sub-systems which.5a.i1ii to.Achieve the same result, but

-.are in fact,intrinsically different. ,These systems are:

1 "- - V ' - - • • - - ' - • 53 / . , . . . .
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(a) Ths shut-down system to terminate a transient and to reduce the

energy output of the plant.

(b) The emergency core cooling system to cool the core and thus prevent

fusl damage in the event of a loss of coolant accident.

(c) The containment system to limit the release of activity, should fuel

damage occur.

These systems are designed to cope with all foreseeable situations up

to the DBA - provided they do rot fail to operate on demand. The fact that

they could fail is recognised and catered for by incorporating a degree of

redundancy in the specific design of the sub-systems referred to earlier.

htowever, the question as to what the consequences would be if thB

protective systems failed or a more serious accident than the DBA occurred,

perhaps inevitably led to realisation of \he need to quantify the reliability

of the protective systems and to consider ths likelihood of the occurrence

of all accidents including those of a more serious nature than the DBA .

Farmer particularly pioneered in this area which is commonly referred to as

the "prcbabilistic" approach to safety assessment.

Rather than to consider this to be a separate or new approach, it should

be viewed as an extentian of the deterministic approach. The accident

sequences studied earlier are extended to include failure of e.g. the reactor

pressure vessel and the likelihood of failure of any system called upon to

operate is quantified as accurately as possible.

In its simplest form an accident sequence would start with ah initiating

event e.g. a postulated pipe break, with>.an-associated probability that might

in this case lie in the:order of 40•.- to* 10 /a . This initiating event-is

sensed by an appropriate sensor which calls upon a protective system to

operate.1 The quahtifieB"reliability of;.this system''will determine the

likelihood of*'. successful of' unsuccessFui operation. In the former case no

release would occur', provided the system design performance is adequate to

terminate the sequence. In the latter case a release would occur and transient

studies, assessment of fuel damage etc. would reveal the consequences in terms

of expected activity release to the environment. The probabilistic approach
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to safety assessment therefore generatps two rela:ed parameters: the

magnitude of an accident and the probability of its occurrence.

These associated parameters for all accident sequences including

pressure vessel failure can be used in combination to estimate the

potential risk that the plant poses to the public at large and the

approved design of?

low.

applied anywhere.

the plant can thus ensure that this risk is acceptably

In order to ensure that a plant is built in accordance with the

design, the requirements for Quality Assurance imposed during manufacture,

construction and aperation of the plant rate among the most stringent

Furthermore, the design of current plants makes

provision for in-service inspection of the plant including the reactor

pressure vessel to Ensure the continued reliability of the plant.

As a clear indication that reactor safety assessment is rapidly moving

towards the probabilistic method i t can be mentioned that whereas the U.S.A.

pioneered the deterministic approach, the U.S. Government recently called

for a study of the rides associated with nuclear power plants. The findings

of this study1 , which was conducted under the leadership of Prof. Rasmussen

of MIT demonstrates the safety of such plants. Some results are quoted

below. •

Radioactive waste discharges as a result of normal operation of current

generation nuclear power plants are so limited that resulting doses represent

but a small :fractiorr of those incurred due to natural causes. A much

discussed topic i s , -however, the ultimate storage/disposal of the relatively

small quantities of Very highly active and long lived wasti resulting from

the reprocessing of irradiated'nuclear fuel.

Current ideas on this topic include engineered above ground (and thus

retrievable) -storage- of highlv active solutions, glassification of waste

solution and subsequent storage in disused .salt deposits, conversion of the

^long lived. nuoIicTas comprising the waste to shorter lived ones by means of

nuclear reactions, and Even racketing the waste into the sun. Although at

present no solution to this problem that i s both generally uncontroversial
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and economically feasible has been defined, expectations in the international

sc i en t i f i c sphere concerned with t h i s problem are that such solutions will be

found in due course as more effort i s channelled into research to investigate

th i s problem.

Table IV shown below and Fig. 11 can be used to compare the likelihood

••f" a nuclear accident to non-nuclear accidents that could cause the same

consequences. These include man-caused as well as natural events. Many of

these probabi l i t ies are obtained from h i s to r i ca l records but others are so

small that no such event has ever been observed. In the l a t t e r cases the

probabili ty has been calculated using techniques similar to those used for

the nuclear plant.

TABLE IV PROBABILITY DF MAJOR MAN-CAUSED AND NATURAL EVENTS
(9)

Type of Events

Man-Caused

Airplane Crash

Fire

Explosion

Toxic Gas

Natural

Tornado

Hurricanes

Earthquake

Meteorite Impact

Reactors

100 plants

Probability of
100 or more
Fatalities

1 in 2 years

1 in 7 years

1 in 16 years

1 in 100 years

1 in 5 years

t in 5 years

1 in 20 years „

1 in 100 000 years

1 in 10 000 years

Probability of
1 000 Dr more
Fatalities

1 in 2 000 years

1 in 200 years

1 in 120 years

1 iri 1 000 years

very small

1 in 23 years

1 in ,50 years_

1 in 1 000 000 years

1 in 1 000 000 years
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11. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

11.1 Uranium Resources

The present non-communist world nuclear capacity is approximately

60 GW(e) , which is about 5% of the total installed generating capacity.

Estimates of world nuclear capacity (marie by the Organization far

Economic Co-operation and Development) are the-fc 217 GW{e) will be

reached by 1980. This is reasonably accurate, and represents 13/o of

the total expected generating capacity at that time. The OECD forecasts

that the nuclear capacity will grow to as much as 538 to 700 GW(e) by

1985, or almost 3O°/o of the total. Experience has shown that forecasts

this far ahead are subject to error, and in recent years nuclear

capacity has been overestimated consistently.

There can be as many forecasts as there are forecasters. To add

to the list another (purely personal) nimplified calculation follows

to illustrate a few points. Basic nuclear capacity forecasts have

been taken from the OECD publication "Energy Prospects to 19B5"S which

includes figures up to A.D. 2000. Starting from an established figure

of 43,3 GW(s) in 1973, the OECD report expects 59,7 GW(s) in 1974 (since

proved correct), 217 G«/(e) in 1980, 538 GW(e) in 1985, 1 032 GW(e) in

1990, 1 800 GW(e) in 1995 and 2 800 GW(B) in 2000.

The natural uranium requirements for this installation rate

depend upon the types of reactor involved and fuel management strategies.

It is reasonable to base figures up to 1995 on L.WR technology, and to

assume that Plutonium recycling will not make any significant impact

before 1985. ' " : ' '""'•" ...•.-•-- -- - . •••>•,.•;,;••. \-.

A 1 000 MW(e) PVB requires .abqut;4P0 t of natural uranium'and"

240 t of separative work to make up the first core. Corresponding

figures for a BWR are 550 t and 300 t . Once the initial cores have

bsen burnt and equilibpium has been reached- after 3 and,4 years.,

respectively, annual reload requirements are 122 t of natural uranium

and 98 t of separative work for the PWR and 110 t of natural uranium

and 80 t of separative work for the BWR. Weighted figures of 460>t
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of natural uranium for the first core and 117 t each year thereafter

will be assumed. The_,e last figures allow for credit for uranium

recovered from spent fuel.

There is;, :of course, a delay between production of uranium at

the mine and loading of finished fuel into the reactor. This will

be ~aken as two years.

For example, uranium demand this year is calculated on 22 GW(e)

of nsw capacity in 1977 at 460 t per GW(e) and 92 GW(e) of established

capacity at 117 t per GVV(e) , giving a total of 20 88a t .

Plutonium;production at the rate of 170 kg/a for each installed

GW(e) is allowed to accumulate until 1985. After this date it is

assumed that fast breeders begin to be introduced, and require 2,4 t

for each 1 000 iifiwfe] installed. What is not used for fast reactors

is recycled in-LWR's at a total rate of 25 t in 1985, 50 t in 1986

and EO on. Eactt GW(e) of fast reactor capacity produces 100 kg of

excess plutonium per annum. The nominal added FBR capacity is taken

as 1 000 NIW(e)-per annum from 1985 to 1994, increasing by 5 000 WiVtf(e)

per annum after that.

The results of calculations based on the foregoing assumptions

are shown in Table V . The table headings indicate the expected

total nuclear generating capacity, the natural uranium demand per

annum lift thousands of ons, the accumulated uranium demand in thousands

'of tons ̂ using the-end of 1974. as zeroy and the plutonium stockpile in

tons. ;:
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TABLE V

Year

1975

19B0

1985

1990

1995

2000

Nunlear
Capacity (GW[e))

74

21?

538

• 1 032

1 800

2 BOO

U nat demand
(t/a x 103)

20,9

54,3

105

167

259

370

U nat jsed
(t x 1Q3)

20,9

218

658

1 375

2 498

4 100

Pu stock (t)

12,6

138

405

619

711

725

The most startling poin4" is the rate at which natural uranium

resources are used. Uranium resources are generally divided into six

categories. These are made up of tvra mining categories: reasonably

assured for which measurements of the extent of deposits are known

ind samples have been analysed; and estimated additional, for which

the extent of deposits is inferred but not backed up by accurate

measurements. There are three price categories, which are based on the

value of the March 1973 U.S. dollar : less than $26/kg.U ($10/lb •UgOg) ;

#2r3-39/kg.U ($10-i5/lb Uo0Q) ; and $39-76/kg.U [$15-30/lb UJDj .

In the OECD estimate, the reasonably assured reserves (BAR) in the

lowest price category amount to 900 000 t , and the estimated additional

reserves (EAR) at the same levsl to another 900 00Q t . In the middle'!

price category, world rsserves are about BQfa of the lowest price

category. Bearing in mind that there is an sight-year lead tirpe between

proving an ore body and the forward delivery date, then i t is -fesirable

to prove now reserves in the lowest price category by ,1980, In the

viorld situation, however, medium price range reserves are sufficient tcj

maintain nuclear power production an an economic basis, and if current

trends continue, the large EAR in the highest price range will also be

economic.

The energy potential held in thorium reserves amounts to approximately

20% of that held in uranium reserves.
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FBR's are far less sensitive to uranium prices than thermal

reactors, so that their introduction in large numbers towards the

end of the century will eliminate concern about uranium prices once

the operating thermal reactor requirements have been met.

South African reserves in the RAR category and the lowest price

range are large: ; 2.7?k of the world total . The use of nuclear power in

this country will' fc?e small in comparison with the global total .

Consumption amounts to about 1% of world consumption, and cheap fossil

reserves limit the; rate of introduction of nuclear power.

11,2 Installation Programmes

Installation'.programmes in different countries depend upon

individual circumstances. I t is only possible to state what the

nuclear installation rate and what types of station are involved with

an, accuracy in the short term: i .e . up to about 19B5. The LWR reactors

predominate in this 'time span, with heavy-water reactors taking a small

share and advanced types such as the HTR an even smaller proportion.

Advanced types whicK are in the development stage and are not economic

yet ere receiving warying amounts of attention, and the most prominent

of these is JMI&; OiiFfiff;

British tJftFBPi development i s along the following l ines, although

I;fctei^at^#'givsnr;arB £>£ 1973 vintage and will probably move back. The

f irsttT^ast -'power reactor itr Sritalii was the DFR which has an output of

*14 SWfi^'f^hlch is &n experimental rsactor. I t started in 1959. This

was followed by the PFR of" 250 MW(s} which f irs t went cri t ical last

yeat1*, Ths PFR is a large extrapolation from the DFR, and is an

intermediate -step in' ths development of full-sized commercial stations

tro demonstrate the feasibility of" building and operating of commercial

fast reactors. Design of the f i rs t commercial fast reactor [CFR 1)

has been progressing sinoe 1962 in parallel with design, construction and

operation orf, the PFS. This process will be continued, incorpoi-sting PFR

experience, until 1977 when Gonsfcruccion of CFR i will commence. CFR 1

will stsf-fc operation in 1963} "avo years after consferuction of GFR 2 is
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startad, and at about the same as CFR 3 construction commences. After

that, new units will be tackled annually and then more frequently.

As far as South Africa is concerned, the introduction of fast

breeders will lag behind overseas programmes by a fair margin. If it

is assumed that several CFR's are in operation in Britain, France and

other countries soon after 1990, and these show good operating

characteristics, reliability and economy, then we may have our first

CFR on line here at the end of the century.

The Atomic Energy Board published "A Brief Examination of the

Status of Nuclear Power in the Republic Using 1974 Costs" last year.

This concluded that 12 250 MW(e) of nuclear capacity would be installed

in the country by the turn Df the century, all of the eight stations

being in the Cape. The results were very sensitive to relative fuel

cost changes between coal-fired and nuclear stations: it will be some

time before these settle out and more accurate eepnomic predictions can

be made.

11.3 Conclusion .

The nuclear power industry has reached the stags at which a

reasonably clear picture of its potential in the world energy situation

has emerged. It has been indisputably established that nuclear power

is economically attractive in many countries and that generating units

can be reliably and safely operated in their present configuration!-..

There remain problems to be solved, such as waste disposal, and fast

breeder reactors have to prove themselves as both generators of , •

economic electricity and of fissile fuel. The work that has been done

so far, .owevert engenders confidence in man's ability to successfully

attain these goals, thuo providing the assurance of cheap power,for

many generations to come. Nuclear power offers the promise; not;Dnly

of preserving fossil resources which would otherwise be burnt;, to produce

electricity and heat, but also of converting these resources into more

convenient forms and Df playing a major part in creating sophisticated

energy carriers such as hydrogen.
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